Robust Control and Model Uncertainty
By LARS PETERHANSEN AND THOMASJ. SARGENT"
This paper describes links between the maxmin expected utility theoryof ItzhakGilboa and
David Schmeidler (1989) and the applications
of robust-control theory proposed by Evan
Anderson et al. (2000) and Paul Dupuis et al.
(1998).1 The max-min expected-utility theory
representsuncertaintyaversion with preference
orderings over decisions c and states x, for
example, of the form

(1)

inf EQ [
QEQ

exp(-5t)U(ct,

JJO

I. A Benchmark Resource-Allocation Problem

We firstpose a discounted,infinite-time,(optimal) resource-allocationproblem without regard to robustness. Let {B,: t ' 0 } denote a
d-dimensional, standardBrownian motion on
an underlyingprobabilityspace (fQ, F P). Let
{Lt t ' 0 } denote the completion of the
filtration generated by this Brownian motion.
The actions of the decision-makerform a stochastic process {ct:t ' 0 } that is progressively
measurable.Let U denote an instantaneousutility function, and write the discounted objective
as

x,)dt

where Q is a set of measuresover c and x, and
3 is a discount rate. Gilboa and Schmeidler's
theory leaves open how to specify the set Q in
particularapplications.
Criterialike (1) also appearas objective functions in robust-controltheory. Robust-control
theory specifies Q by taking a single "approximating model" and statistically perturbingit;
Q is typically parameterizedonly implicitly,
througha positive penaltyvariable0. This paper
describes how to transformthat "penaltyproblem" into a closely related"constraintproblem"
like (1). These two formulationsdiffer in subtle
ways but are connected via the Lagrangemultiplier theorem. The implicit preference orderings differ but imply the same decisions. Both
preferences are recursive, and therefore both
are time-consistent.However, time consistency
for the constraintspecificationrequiresthat we
introduce a new endogenous state variable to
restricthow probabilitydistortionsarereconsidered at futuredates. To facilitatecomparisonsto
Anderson et al. (2000) and Zengjing Chen and
Laffy G. Epstein (2000), we cast our discussion
within continuous-timediffusion models.

sup E [
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exp(-3t)U(c,,

x,)dt

subject to
(2)

dx, = g(c,, x,)dt + o(C,, x,)dBt

where xo is a given initial condition and C is a
set of admissiblecontrolprocesses. We use P to
denote the stochasticprocess for xt generatedby
(2). Equation (2) will be the "approximating
model" of later sections, to which all other
models in Q are perturbations.
We restrictIxand o-so that any progressively
measurable control c in C implies a progressively measurable state vector process x. We
assume throughout that the objective for the
controlproblemwithoutreferenceto robustness
has a finite upper bound.
11. Model Misspecification

The decision-maker treats (2) as an approximation by taking into account a class of
alternative models that are statistically difficult to distinguish from (2). To construct a
perturbedmodel, we replace B, in (2) by Bt +
f t h ds where h is progressively measurable
and {B} is a Brownian motion. Then we can
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et al. (2001).
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write the distorted stochastic evolution in
continuous time as
dx, = ,(c,

x,)dt + oJ(C,,xt)(htdt + dBt)

underthe Brownian-motionprobabilityspecification.
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Bt for any t where Bt is the collection of Borel

sets in [0, t]; and form P* as the product
measure P X M where M is exponentially
distributedwith density 6 exp(- 3t). We let E*
denote the expectation operatoron the product
space. The E* expectation of the stochastic
process { gt } is, by construction,

A. Changes in Measure
The process h is used as a device to transform
the probabilitydistributionP on (fQ,F) into a
new distributionQ thatis absolutelycontinuous
with respect to P. An absolutely continuous
change in measure for a stochastic process can
be representedin terms of a nonnegative martingale. Let Q denote a probabilitydistribution
that is absolutely continuouswith respect to P.
Associated with Q is a family of expectation
operatorsapplied to random variables that are
Ft measurablefor each t. Thus, we can write
EQgt = Epgtqt for any bounded gt that is Ft
measurableand some nonnegativerandomvariable qt that is Ft measurable.The randomvariable q,tis called a Radon-Nikodymderivative.
In our setting, we use the GirsanovTheoremto
depict qt as

t
qt = exp

hT(dBT)-

~~~t
Ih12

E* (g) = 3

We extend this construction by using the
probabilitymeasure Q. Form Q* = Q X M.
The process {qt} is a Radon-Nikodymderivative for Q* with respect to P*:

E* (g) = 3

exp(-3t)E(qtgt)dt.

The Q* values can be used to evaluate discounted expected utility under an absolutely
continuous change in measure.
We measurethe discrepancybetween the distributions of P and Q as the relative entropy
between Q* and P*:

2 dt
2(Q) =

We use this representationto justify our use
of h to parameterize absolutely continuous
changes of measure.2When h is zero we revert
to the benchmarkcontrol problem.
B. Relative Entropyof a Stochastic Process
Considera scalarstochasticprocess { gt} that
is progressively measurable.This process is a
random variable on a product space. Form
f* = Q X 1R+where R+ is the nonnegative
real line; form the colTespondingsigma algebra
F* as the smallestsigma algebracontainingFt 0
2

exp(-3t)E(gt)dt.

Perturbationsthat are not absolutely continuous are
easy to detect statistically,which is the reason why Anderson et al. (2000) impose absolute continuity on the perturbations.

exp(-3t)EQ(log

exp(-37)EQ(

h2)

qt)dt

dT.

Relative entropy is convex in the measure Q*
(see e.g., Dupuis and Richard S. Ellis, 1997).
Relative entropy is nonnegative and zero only
when the probability distributionsP* and Q*
agree. This is true only when the process h is
zero.
III. Two Robust Control Problems

We study the relationship between two
robust-control problems. Let EQ denote the
mathematical expectation taken with respect
to the stochastic process {Bt: t ' 0 } where
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dBt
dBt + htdt and {Bt: t ? 0} is a
Brownian motion under both P and Q. Thus
we parameterize Q by the choice of drift
distortion {ht} and use the state evolution
equation:
(3)

dx, = g(ct,

x,)dt + 0(JC xt)dBt.

We define two controlproblems.A multiplier
robust-controlproblem is

sup inf EQ[
[
ceC Q

f

exp(-at)

U(c,

xt)dtl

+ 0OR(Q)
subjectto (3). A constraintrobustcontrolproblem
is supc cinfQ EQ[fo exp(-3t)U(ct, xt)dt]subject
to (3) and R(Q) ' 71. Note that R(Q) ' 7 is a
single intertemporalconstrainton the entirepath
of distortionsh.
These two problems are closely related. We
can interpretthe robustnessparameter0 in the
first problem as an implied Lagrangemultiplier
on the specification-errorconstraint R(Q) '
'r.3 Use 0 to index a family of multiplierrobustcontrol problems and -1 to index a family of
constraintrobust-controlproblems.Because not
all values of 0 are admissible,we consider only
nonnegativevalues of 0 for which it is feasible
to make the objective function greaterthan -oo.
Call the closure of this set 0. In Hansen et al.
(2001) we provide assumptionsand a proof for
the following.

subjectto R(Q) ? 7 and J* (-q) = sup,- c J(c,
71).As arguedby David G. Luenberger(1969),
J(c, -q) is decreasing and convex in -q. These
same properties carry over to the optimized
(over c) functionJ*. Given -r*, we let 0* be the
negative of the slope of the subgradientof J* at
rj*, (i.e., 0* is the absolutevalue of the slope of
a line tangent to J* at 7q*).
Hansen et al. (2001) also establish the
following.
PROPOSITION2: Suppose J* is strictly decreasing, 0* is in the interior of 0, and that
there exists a solution c* and Q* to the multiplier robust-controlproblem. Then,that c * also
solves the constraintrobust-controlproblemfor
w=
71 = P(Q )
Propositions1 and 2 are observationalequivalence results because they describe how the
multiplier and constraint robust-controlproblems give rise to the same decisions. By adapting arguments in Hansen and Sargent (1995)
and Andersonet al. (2000), it can be shown that
the multiplier robust-controlproblem has the
same solution as a recursive risk-sensitive control problem,where - 0- 1 is the risk-sensitivity
parameter.4Propositions 1 and 2 thus link a
risk-sensitive control problem to the constraint
robust-controlproblem.
IV. Recursivity of the Multiplier Formulation

The multiplierrobust-controlproblemcan be
representedas

00

PROPOSITION1: Suppose that for rj = -q*,
c* and Q* solve the constraint robust control
problem. There exists a 0* E 0 such that the
multiplier and constraint robust-controlproblems have the same solution.
To constructthe multiplier,let J(c, 71)satisfy

MAY2001

sup inf E
c sItJ

exp(-

3t)

0

Xs

(htht)tdtU(ct,xt) +-

subject to

J(c, 71)

inf EQ[

exp(-at)U(ct,

xt)dtl

3This connection has been explored informally in Hansen et al. (1999) and formallyin Hansen and Sargent(2001)
in the context of a linear-quadraticcontrol problem. We
mimic argumentsin I. R. Peterson et al. (2000) and David
G. Luenberger(1969).

control theory makes decision rules
4Risk-sensitive
more responsive to risk by making an exponential adjustment to the objective of the decision-makerin the same way
used by Epstein and Stanley E. Zin (1989) and Darrell
Duffie and Epstein (1992). Hansen and Sargent (1995) and
Anderson et al. (2000) show how risk-sensitive control
theory can be motivated throughrecursive utility theory.
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A. Preference Orderings

dx, = p(ct, x,)dt + o(ct, xt)(htdt + dbt).
We can view h as a second controlprocess in a
two-playerzero-sumgame. Given h, we can fix
the distributionfor JBas a multivariatestandard
Brownianmotion.Thenthereis a single probability distributionin play, and we use the notationE
to denote the associated expectation operator.
W. H. Fleming and P. E. Souganidis(1989) tell
how a Bellman-Isaacsconditionjustifies a recursive solution by relating a solution to a date-0
commitmentgame to a Markovperfect game in
which the decisionrules of both agents are functions of the state vector xt. The Bellman-Isaacs
conditionis as follows.
ASSUMPTION 1: There exists a value function V such that:
0
NV= max min U(c, x) + - (h *h)
c

To construct two preference orderings, we
assume an endogenous state vector st:
(4)

dst=

,us(st, ct)dt

where this differentialequation can be solved
uniquelyfor st given so and process {cs: 0 ' s <
t}. We assumethatthe solutionis a progressively
measurableprocess {st: t 2 0}. We thinkof st as
an endogenouscomponentof the state vectorxt.
We can use st to make preferencesnonseparable
over time as in models with habitpersistence.We
use the felicity functionu(st,ct) to representpreferencesthatare additivelyseparablein (st, ct).
We define preferenceorders for times T ' 0
in terms of two functions,DT(C, ST) and RT(Q).
First, define

h

DT(C,
+ [tr(c, X) + (C,

+trace! (J(c, x) '

a

S)T

exp(-5t)U(St+

TXCtT)dt

V(x)

x)h] -x

,xx

(J(c, x)|

min max U(c, x) + 2 (h *h)
h
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where sT is the date-- initial condition for differential equation (4). The impact of consumption between dates 0 and T is capturedby the
state variable s7T
Next, define a time-T model discrepancy
measure,

c

+ [pl(c, X) + ~(JC, x)h]

a V(x)

5TQ

exp(- 5t)

~-

F
aD2V(X)
o'
+ traceIo(c, x 'xdx

0
X EQ(log qt-+ T log

x)

The Bellman-Isaacs condition defines a Bellman equation for a two-player zero-sum game
in which both players decide at time 0 or recursively. The associateddecision rules for c and h
also solve our two robust-controlproblems.
V. Two Preference Orderings

While the Lagrange multiplier theorem
links the two robust-control problems, the
implied preference orders differ. However,
they are related at the common solution to
both problems, where their indifference
curves are tangent.

qTFT)

dt.

The local evolution of R(Q) is given by the
following:

dl&(Q)=L-Ih,+ ?3Rt(Q) dt
with initial condition RO(Q) = R(Q). We use
DT(C, ST) to representboth preference specifications at i, and we use R(Q) to help us
representpreferencesunderthe constraintspecification.
For fixed 0, we representthe date-i multiplier
preferencesusing the valuation function
WT(C;0)

inf EQ[DT(c,ST)IT]+
Q

0RT(Q)
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For a nonnegative r7 that isF7 measurable,we
represent the time-- constraint preferences in
terms of the valuation function
WT(c; rT)

EQ[DT(C,ST) IFT].

inf
P, (Q) C r,

For convenience, denote the time-O versions

profile ct. At this point, the indifferencecurves
are tangent,implying thatthey are supportedby
the same prices. Observational equivalence
claims made by econometricianstypically refer
to equilibrium trajectories and not to offequilibriumaspects of the preferenceorders.
VI. Recursivity of the Preference Orderings

WO(c,ro) = W(c, 71)and WO(c,0) = W(c, 0).

We definepreferenceorderingsas follows. For
any two progressivelymeasurablec andc*, c* >c if W(c*; 71) '

W(c; -q). For any two progres-

sively measurablec and c*, c* >?c if W(c*;0)
W(c;0). We would use analogousdefinitionsfor
time-i versionsof the preferenceorderings.
The multiplierpreferenceorderingcoincides
with a recursive, risk-sensitive preference ordering provided that 0 > 0.5
B. Relation between the Preference Orders
The two time-Opreference orderings differ.
Furthermore,given 71, there exists no 0 that
makes the two preference orderings agree.
However, the Lagrange multipliertheorem delivers a weaker result that is very useful to us.
While globally the preference orderingsdiffer,
indifference curves that pass throughthe solution c* to the optimal-resource-allocationproblem are tangent.
Use the Lagrangemultipliertheoremto write
W(c*; *)

max inf EQD(c*)
0

Q

+ O[R(Q)-q*l]
and let 0* denote the maximizing value of 0,
which we assume to be strictly positive. Suppose that c* ?>-* c. Then,
W(c; 0*) - qO * ' W(c; '*) ' W(c*; '))
I

(c*; 0*)

-

To studytime consistency,we describethe relation between the time-0 and time-T> 0 valuation functions that define preferenceorders. At
date T, some informationhas been realized,and
some consumptionhas taken place. Our preference orderingsfocus the attentionof the decisionmaker on subsequentconsumptionin states that
can be realizedgiven currentinformation.These
considerationsunderlieour use of DT and 2R to
depict WT(c,0) and WT(c,r). The functionDT
reflectsa changein vantagepoint as time passes.
Except throughsT,the functionDT dependsonly
on the consumptionprocessfrom date T forward.
In addition,at date i, the decision-makerfocuses on states that can be realizedfrom date T
forward.Expectationsused to averageover states
areconditionedon date-Tinformation.In this context, while conditioningon time-Tinformation,it
would be inappropriateto constrainprobabilities
using only date-0 relative entropy. Imposing a
date-0relative-entropyconstraintat date T would
introducea temporalinconsistencyby lettingthe
minimizingagentput no probabilitydistortionsat
datesthathave alreadyoccurredand in statesthat
at date T cannotbe realized.Instead,we makethe
date-i decision-makerexplore only probability
distortionsthat alter his preferencesfrom date T
forward.This leads us to use 2 as a conditional
counterpartto our relative-entropymeasure.
Our entropy measure has a recursive structure. Date-0 relative entropy is easily constructedfrom the conditional relative entropies
in future time periods. We can write

0

Thus, c* >0*c.
The observational equivalence results from
Propositions 1 and 2 apply to consumption

(5)

?R(Q)= EQ

exp(-3t)

2 dt

+ exp(-5T)R(Q)1|
5Under the Brownian-motioninformationstructure,these
multiplierpreferencescoincidewitha specialcase of stochastic
differentialutility studiedby Duffie and Epstein(1992).

The recursive structureof the multiplierprefer-
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ences follows from this representation.In effect
the date-0 valuation function W can be separatedby disjoint date- events and depicted as
rT

M(c; 0)

inf
{/It:

X

0

E

t)

+

2J]'~dt

T(
WVT(c;
0))

subject to
(6)

dBt = dBt + htdt

(7)

dst = 1-5(st, ct)dt.

The constraintpreferencesat time T make the
decision-makerexplore changes in probability
distributionsfromdateTforward.We also wantto
exclude the possibilityof changingthe probabilities of events known in previous dates and of
events known not to occur. For the date-0 constraintpreferences,given c, we can find an h
processusedto constructW(c, i). Associatedwith
this h process,we can computethe time- conditionalrelativeentropyTR(Q).Thus,implicitin the
constructionof the valuationfunctionW(c, q)is a
partitionof relativeentropyover time and across
states as in (5). At date T we ask the decisionmaker to explore only changes in beliefs that
affect outcomesthatcan be realizedin the future.
Thatis, we impose the constraintRT(Q) c rTfor
rT= (Q), along with fixing htfor 0 c t < T.
Notice that,with this constraintimposed,R(Q) c
R(C), so that we continueto satisfy our date-0
constraint.We tie the handsof the
relative-entropy
date- decision-makerto inherithow conditional
relativeentropyis to be allocatedacrossstatesthat
are realizedat date T. (Chen and Epstein [2000]
avoid this extrahand-tyingby imposingseparate
constraintson h for every date and state.)We can
write the valuationfunction for the constrained
problemrecursivelyas
W(c, q)

E

{ht: 0? t <4

+ EWT (c,

Jo
rT)

Empirical work in macroeconomics and finance typically assumes a unique and explicitly
specified dynamic statisticalmodel. To use Gilboa and Schmeidler's (1989) multiple-model
expected utility theory, we have turned to
robust-controltheory for a parsimonious(oneparameter)set of alternativemodels with rich
alternativedynamics. Those alternativemodels
come from perturbingthe decision-maker'sapproximatingmodel to allow its shocks to feed
back on state variables arbitrarily.This allows
the approximating model to miss functional
forms, the serial correlationof shocks and exogenous variables, and how those exogenous
variables impinge on endogenous state variables. Anderson et al. (2000) show how the
multiplierparameterin the robust-controlproblems indexes a set of perturbedmodels that is
difficult to distinguish statistically from the
approximatingmodel given a sample of T timeseries observations.
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